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Abstract: 

Now, as system square measure additional hospitable the net, authentication is one the foremost Now necessary 

security primitive. Authentication plays a major operation in protective resources against unauthorized use. 

However, presently several user authentication systems suffer from drawbacks and security threats. Easy text 

based mostly passwords don't appear to be honest enough and square measure a load on the users to recollect 

throughout their login method. The protection and privacy threats through malware square measure 

continually perpetually growing each in amount moreover as quality. Enlarged access to information will 

increase weakness to, hacking, cracking of passwords and online frauds. During this association, the 

traditional login/password authentication is taken into consideration inadequately secure for many security-

critical applications like login to Mailing Accounts, Social Networks, Gadgets, money accounts, official secured 

networks, industrial websites on-line etc. This paper focuses on the implementation of authentication ways by 

mistreatment users friendly ancient by mistreatment pictures, it's a brand new technique supported the 

graphical parole known as image corroboration process [ICP], to search out the simplest resolutions to the 

present reasonably issues we tend to square measure in search of different, pictures as passwords here 

throughout registration method users click on pictures at any level by the sum of times for all consecutive four 

pictures separately in conjunction with the user credentials. Throughout login time they need to click on the 

pictures among a such that space a minimum of one-click ought to be among the box space of purpose clicked 

on it image throughout registration, during this story, this theme is meant to create surety of our sensitive data 

and employed in each login pages. 
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I.   INTRODUCTION 

The Internet is a worldwide organization of computer network. Group of people utilizes the computer 

in interchanging their various ideas and also info. The Internet has become our part of our daily life.  

This promotes a worldwide highway of information covering all countries since it is available, easier, 

cheaper and diversified. In digitalization era, the internet is growing rapidly and fulfils present people 

demands with various services in various fields. It is a flexible space wherein multiple tasks can be 

finished in no time with minimum clicks over here and access required info quickly. It helps the huge 

group of people in finding any data over internet among the wide range of information. The world’s 

strongest tool is internet which is a hub of multiple networks consisting of different services and 

resources. It has played the significant role in every individual life in such way that it creates a kind of 

global friendship among people with powerful communication over here. The Internet has made people 

work very easier by providing all facility like games, movies, information, etc., which can be 

downloaded anywhere, anytime with full speed access for required data. 

  The safety is a major priority in every computer system, which can be defined as individual gains 

permission to a computer by identifying and authentication themselves. The credentials of the user are 

a form of combination with username and a related password. This user credentials can be also called 

as login or sign-in.  

  Signing in is likely used to get enter within the specific application’s page that cannot be trespassed. 

Login system is procedures which are inculcated in every application being developed by the developer 

so that it provides a high-security application thus preventing loss of data and avoid access to 

information by unknown persons. It is advantageous for all websites and computer to protect them from 

unwanted assessors.  

   The authentication involves most common mechanisms such as username and password due to 

simplicity & convincing. It has certain drawbacks like choosing of weak passwords, disclosing user’s 

passwords unknowingly, etc., thus weakening the organization’s security postures. The proposed new 
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methodology ICP is going to solve all the drawbacks of previous technique where the use of images in 

authentication is very effective with respect to the security of the application. Humans are very 

comfortable and quick in recognizing the images rather than remember passwords [1,2,3]. The new 

technique designed can be used independently along with the character-based authentication system.   

This makes easier for users and authentication will not be based on precise recall of password. 

  We are introducing a new technique into the field of Login process namely called “Image 

Corroboration Process”, abbreviated as ICP. This is a new approach within the process of signing into 

the application where when any person should get into the application he should register within an app 

with his valid information and then he can proceed with the login methods. During login process with 

ICP, the user is requested to choose the given four images over the application with the number of clicks 

on each image must be mentioned so that as mentioned the no of clicks, the user need to follow the 

procedure in order to log in to the application successfully. 

  ICP methodology helps in providing security to entire application thus protecting the data safely and 

secured. It also tries to maintain the data within the application to be accessible only to those specific 

registered users who log in to the application.  

  During the registration process for the users, he needs to enter the valid information about him in the 

detail and next, he must select the specific point over the image being displayed. He must follow the 

same process for the consecutive remaining images which are being displayed on the application screen. 

In total, within the application, there are four images for the sign-in process to be completed. 

  Authentication is the method of corroborating the identity of the subject which may be the human user 

or any process. However, it is the way of assuring the claims made by the subject. Authentication using 

human login process is the most widely used technique which may be not safe as there is a chance of 

hacking their user credentials easily. So, to overcome this, we are choosing images for login process 

which may be the unique approach to solving problems.  

  As discussed, ICP has been utilized along with the Login process to make the sign-in task to be finished 

easily and smoothly without any intervention. ICP used with the login process is very tricky and the 

user who is going to get into the application must be aware of the order in which he clicks on particular 

position over all the images correctly during registration. 

 

II.    EXISTING SYSTEM 

Authentication to access a login account, accessing social engineering accounts, reading online 

newspapers, online ticketing square measure applied by Alphanumeric Arcanum or Graphical 

Arcanum. Various authentication came within the kind of identity verification victimization fingerprint, 

iris recognition, and warmth beat. The human tendency in making simply remember able Arcanum 

leans to Arcanum pitfalls [4, 5, 6]. Limitations in graphical and biometric Arcanum results in the 

development of validation of authentication method. Various to the common mode of authentication 

alphanumeric Arcanum and simply remember able graphical Arcanum square measure developing [ 7, 

8 ]. This paper focuses on implementing these each strategy as to issue authentication to boost the safety. 

 

III.   IMAGE CORROBORATION PROCESS 
 

In our application, while the user performs registration within this app, he must compulsorily mention 

the number of clicks for all consecutive four images individually along with the user credentials. 

Depending on the number of clicks specified on every image, he will perform the clicking task 

respectively on all the images accurately during login [9,10,11].  When user press on any area over the 

image, forms an area of the square with 3 pixels around that point of user clicks on the image. Since the 

number of clicks being mentioned by the user, he cannot press the image more than the specified which 

doesn’t allow him to login to the application. Later when a user continues with the login process after 

registration he should complete his task by performing ICP method [12]. When a user presses the login 

button, he must perform by clicking on all four images with the number of clicks mentioned earlier 
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during registration. So, when he presses on an image, amongst the number of clicks to be performed as 

stated prior, at least one click should be within the box area of point clicked on that image during 

registration. If it is not executed as mentioned, the person cannot login to the application successfully. 

   Our application designed in such a way that it helps the user to login with their user credentials and 

log in with the help of new methodology ICP. ICP provides a unique way to get sign-in to the application 

with more secure and safely without any mess created during the process. This helps the application 

users to maintain their data more accurately and can use it effectively as required by them efficiently. 

 
 

IV.   CONCULUSION  

Authentication plays a substantial part in protecting resources against unauthorized usage. Many 

authentication processes exist from simple secret based totally authentication system too expensive and 

computation intensive identification systems. But however, the foremost wide user authentication 

system depends on the use of text passwords. Text-based mostly whole passwords do not appear to be 

secure enough for many applications that enforce security by access management mechanisms. 

Authentication supported text-based mostly whole passwords has major drawbacks. As we projected 

we tend to stand live reaching to implement image corroboration method [ICP] for certification by 

clicking whole completely different sort of clicks in any footage that keep throughout the registration 
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technique. Throughout login they need to click the image among a nominal house, a minimum of 1 

click got to be among the box house of purpose clicked there an image throughout registration. All the 

same, these strategies are a unit new the users and thus the planned authentication techniques got to be 

verified extensively for usability and strength. 
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